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Abstract
A local representation of a graph is a data structure which places a short label on each vertex
of the graph so that adjacency between vertices can be deduced just from the vertex labels. By
short we mean that the label consists of O(log n) bits where n is the number of vertices in
the graph. It is conjectured (Kannan et al., SIAM J. Discrete Math. 5 (1992) 596{603; Muller,
Ph.D. Thesis, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1988) that a hereditary family of graphs P has
a local representation provided the number of labeled graphs on n vertices in P is bounded by
nkn for some xed k. Here we develop and prove an analogous result using very short labels on
the vertices, i.e., labels with o(log n) bits. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper concerns local representations of graphs. The idea is to place a short label
on each vertex of a graph so that the adjacency of a pair of vertices can be assessed
just by knowing their labels.
We consider only nite simple graphs whose vertex sets we may assume are subsets
of the integers. We write G6H when G is an induced subgraph of H . Let P denote a
family (i.e., set) of graphs. We say that P is a hereditary property of graphs provided
1. P is closed under isomorphism, i.e., G 2P and H = G imply H 2P, and
2. P is closed under induced subgraphs, i.e., G 2P and H6G imply H 2P.
For example, the class of planar graphs or the class of chordal graphs are hereditary
properties of graphs.
There are a wide variety of data structures for representing graphs in computers. A
simple example would be a graph’s adjacency matrix. If G has n vertices, then O(n2)
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bits of memory are used to hold the graph. However, if the graph is known to come
from a special family of graphs, then it may be possible to nd more ecient data
structures. In particular, we seek a local representation which, roughly, is a labeling
of the vertices of G with O(log n) bits so that adjacency of a pair of vertices can be
determined from their labels. We give a more precise denition: Let [n] denote the set
f1; 2; : : : ; ng. We say a [hereditary] family of graphs P admits local structure, or has
a local representation scheme, provided
1. there is a symmetric function : Z+  Z+ ! f0; 1g and a positive integer k, so
that
2. if G 2P has n vertices, then there is a mapping l :V (G)! [nk ] which obeys
uv2E(G) , (l(u); l(v)) = 1:
See [1,2]. The function  is called the representation function for the family P and the
function l is called the labeling of the graph. Often one requires that the representation
function  be eciently computable; we do not make that additional requirement in
this paper.
The label on v, which we denote l(v), is formally an integer between 1 and nk .
Alternatively, one can think of l(v) as being a bit string with at most k lg n entries.
We note, as in [1,2], that some classes of graphs, e.g. planar graphs, admit local
representation, while others, e.g. bipartite graphs do not. The reason bipartite graphs
do not admit a local representation is that there are simply too many of them! More
precisely, suppose, for sake of contradiction, that B, the class of bipartite graphs, did
have local structure and x a  and a k which satised the denition. This would
imply that any bipartite graph on n vertices could be encoded as a vector of n integers
drawn from [nk ]. The number of such representations is nkn, but the number of bipartite
graphs on n vertices is at least 2n
2=4. It would follow that 2n
2=46nkn, but this is false
for n suciently large.
More formally, let P be a hereditary property of graphs. Let us write P(n) to stand
for the number of graphs in P with vertex set [n], i.e., the number of labeled graphs
in P with n vertices. Note that if P admits local structure, then for some k > 0 we
have P(n)6nkn for all n. It is conjectured [1,2] that this necessary condition is also
sucient.
Conjecture 1. If P is a hereditary property of graphs and P(n)6nkn for some xed,
positive k; then P admits local structure.
In this paper we prove an alternative version of this conjecture.
2. Very short labels
In a local representation of G, we require that we use \short" labels on the ver-
tices l(v)2 [nk ], i.e., the label can be expressed using O(lg n) bits. A more stringent
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requirement is that at most o(lg n) bits be used. Let us say that a hereditary property
P admits a local representation with very short labels provided
1. there is a symmetric function : Z+  Z+ ! f0; 1g and a function f: Z+ ! Z+
satisfying
lgf(n)
lg n
! 0 as n!1;
so that
2. if G 2P has n vertices, then there is a mapping l :V (G)! [f(n)] which obeys
uv2E(G) , (l(u); l(v)) = 1:
In other words, the number of bits to express l(v) is o(lg n). Since the very short label
condition makes the denition more restrictive, the P(n)6nkn necessary condition
can be tightened as well. Clearly, if P has local structure with very short labels,
then we must have lgP(n) = o(n lg n). Our principal result is that in this case, the
necessary condition is sucient. Indeed, much more is true: a condition weaker than
lgP(n) = o(n lg n) implies a conclusion stronger than local structure with very short
labels!
For a hereditary family of graphs P, we say that P admits local structure with
bounded size labels if there is a representation function  and a B> 0 so that for
every G 2P there is a labeling function for G so that l :V (G) ! [B]. In other
words, we use only a constant number of bits for each label. Here is our main
result.
Theorem 2. Let P be a hereditary property of graphs and let k < 12 . If for all n
suciently large we have P(n)6nkn; then there is a local representation for P with
bounded size labels.
The key to proving this result is the study of sizes of hereditary properties of graphs
in [3]. We use a denition and results from that paper here.
Let G be any graph. We dene a relation  on V (G) as follows. Let N (v) be the
neighborhood of v (not including v). We write u  v provided N (u)−fvg=N (v)−fug.
The following result describing properties of  is Lemma 9 from [3].
Lemma 3. The relation  on V (G) obeys the following:
1. The relation  is an equivalence relation.
2. The -equivalence classes are either cliques or independent sets.
3. For two -classes A and B; either there are no edges between vertices of A and
vertices of B; or all such edges are present in G.
Next, using Theorem 8 and Corollary 10 of [3] (as well as their proofs) we have
the following.
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Theorem 4. Let P be a hereditary property of graphs and let k < 12 . If for all n
suciently large we have P(n)6nkn; then there is a positive integer T such that no
graph in P has more than T -equivalence classes.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let P be a hereditary property satisfying the hypothesis of
Theorem 2 (or Theorem 4). By Theorem 4 there is a T so that no graph in P has
more than T -classes.
We now describe a  for P and a l for any graph G 2P. It is more convenient to
describe l rst.
Let G 2P. Let V1 [ V2 [    [ Vt be a partition of V (G) into t6T -classes.
Let C be a T  T matrix whose ij entry is dened to be
cij =
8>>>><
>>>>:
0 if i = j and Vi is an independent set;
1 if i = j and Vi is a clique;
0 if i 6= j and there are no edges between Vi and Vj; and
1 if i 6= j and all edges between Vi and Vj exist:
We may take cii to be either 0 or 1 in case jVij = 1. Also, if either i or j is greater
than t (but at most T ) we may also take cij to be arbitrary.
Given C one can readily judge if u and v are adjacent simply by knowing the
-class(es) to which they belong. Thus, we label vertex v2V (G) as l(v) = (i; C)
provided v2Vi. This labeling scheme can be implemented using a xed number of bits
(roughly lg T + T 2).
It suces to provide a representation function  for the entire family P. Given
labels l(u) = (i; C) and l(v) = (j; C) we set
(l(u); l(v)) = cij:
[We need not be concerned with computing  on pairs of labels (i; C) and (j; C0) with
C 6= C0; we may take  to be arbitrary in such cases.]
Clearly,  is a local representation for P using labels of bounded size.
In conclusion, take k < 12 . If P is a hereditary class of graphs with P(n)6n
kn, or
if P admits a local representation using at most k lg n bits per vertex, then P must
admit a local representation using only a constant number of bits per vertex.
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